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Menominee Way Trait Week Four: Leadership By Editor
Each Sunday night, the Camp Menominee CIT’s present The Way. This ceremony highlights a specific pillar of the six
characteristics our camp calls The Menominee Way. This week, the CIT’s decided to discuss ‘Leadership.’
“Leadership: Whether it’s picking up trash off the ground or encouraging your team, leadership is an essential part of
camp. A leader is someone who inspires others to work together for a purpose bigger than themselves, by putting the
team first and setting a good example. Leaders can bring people together and mould kids into teams.”
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary leadership.
JEREMY KOHLENBRENER. JEREMY has been at camp for a number of years and has taken on one of the most
important leadership roles here at camp – Waterfront Director. JEREMY leads from example at the waterfront and
runs it extremely effectively, while allowing all to have fun in the process.
JACK BEHAR is the leader in the Senior Cabin. Whether he is out on the softball diamond or anywhere else on camp,
everybody can see or here JACK and he will always be leading by example and demonstrating perfect Menominee
leadership. JACK is a fantastic role model for the younger campers at Menominee.
JACK CARTER has always been a vocal leader, even from a young age. This is JACK’s fourth year at the Friendly
Confines and he has matured and become more of a leader, year on year.
LEO NECHELES. Despite being unable to play due to injury, this has not held LEO back and he can often be found
cheering on his team from the side-lines. LEO has set a great example to the younger campers and shown them that
you can also be a leader watching the game, instead of just being a leader on the field.
JACOB SCHNEIDER always leads in his cabin, in Twi-Light League and in every other sport he puts his mind to. JACOB
has shown that he is able to lead the way in most sports and is a great role model to those around him and
encourages others to try new things. JACOB will be at the forefront of the Kawaga competition, leading the way.
CHASE KAPLAN. Despite being his first year, CHASE has stepped up and shown his leadership within Twi-Light
League. CHASE has been able to demonstrate his leadership through coaching others around him and helping others
improve.
SIMON MANN has demonstrated his leadership through his all round attitude on camp. Despite only being young,
SIMON is not afraid to start chants, lead his peers and cabin friends into new experiences or activities and SIMON
is ready to lead by example in skit nights.
JAKE HERMAN. JAKE has always been a leader at camp. His coaching and leadership is beyond those around him
and it is thanks to his ability to lead that the team around him succeed and wins championships. JAKE is not afraid
to step up and lead leagues or other events at CM. His leadership is an example to his peers.

Paddleball Leagues By Adam Phelps
Campers are currently facing off head to head to be ranked and placed in tournament brackets later on in the session
vs people their age or skill. In the senior division, SAM GOODMAN remains undefeated across all of his games. Despite
being an intermediate, EMMETT KREZ has been another force and has defeated several opponents, including many
seniors. In the junior division, ROBERT LOQUERCIO has been the defining force, defeating all other juniors in his league
and is now willing to begin taking on the intermediates. BRADY WEISS and HARRY STEINER have both had
commanding victories throughout their league campaigns so far and are hoping for a rematch of their King of the Camp
paddeball championship game when the tournament begins. HARRY managed to take the win in the KOC final so
BRADY will be hoping he is able to overturn that this time around. Good luck to all taking part.
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Movie Night By Editor
After a day of fun in the rain, the campers showered, ate their canteen and descended
on Wass Hall for another amazing skit night – Movie Night. First up were the juniors
and Cabin 3 began proceedings with a retake of a scene from the film “Miracle”. CIT
LOGAN ROSENGARD lined up the campers and made them run suicides when they
answered incorrectly to “what is your job.” Each camper was pretending to be one of
their counselors and provided funny answers of things they had done over the
summer. Finally, ZACH FORMAN (playing ADAM BALTZ) ended the skit by correctly
saying his job was to be “perfect.” Cabin 4 recreated a sceen from “IT”, with BENY
GOLDBERG being dragged into the sewers by NEO SCHNEIDER. The horror theme “We want to see the show”
continued with cabin 5 as DRAKE ELMAN pretended to be Jason from Friday the 13th,
killing many of his fellow campers. Last up in the junior division, cabin 6, produced the “Menominee Sandlot.” The
campers were introduced out onto the stage, one by one and went through a question and answer session with CIT
JAKE HOODACK. Each camper however was mimicking one of their counselors and gave tastful, but funny replies to
the questions. The funniest impression was by TYLER FIELD, pretending to be CRISTIAN LADISLAU. When asked if he
liked softball, TYLER shrugged his shoulders and instead showed off his impressive muscles and size. The juniors
division was very close but the winners were announced as cabin 3. Well done MASON AUSLANDER, JJ BARBER,
DYLAN FLETCHER, DYLAN PELTS, ZACH FORMAN, ZACH FIELD, CHARLIE PEACOCK and ETHAN SCHWARTZ. In the
intermediate division, cabin 7 began with a remake of “Star Wars” – Star Cleaners. SAM ROSEN introduced the story
behind the war. Each camper had given themselves a funny name, such as LUKE MASON – Darf Sweeper. Cabin 8
began with a retake of “The Incredibles” and THATCHER SCHILLER pretending to be Frozone, asking where his
supersuit was – his Menominee jersey. Cabin 11 followed with a remake of dodgeball and trying to dodge traffic. The
cabin then broke into the final showdown and used tennis balls to recreate the win for Average Joes. Cabin 12 followed
and created their very own Menominee version of “Jumanji”. The campers stood in a line and selected their counselor
before being transformed into Jumanji and their alterego’s, discussing their strengths
and weaknesses. JACOB SCHNEIDER made the audience laugh a lot as he was
transformed into ‘scout master’ CHRIS KOPKE. Next up was cabin 13 with a recreation of
“Love Actually” scene where Mark tells Juliet he loves her on cards. Cabin 13 revamped
this as a Menominee special and created their own cards, read by HARRY STEINER, about
the love for camp. Cabin 19 were up next with their take on “Avengers Tryouts”, in which
each camper pretended to be one of the counselors, while discussing what their
superpowers were. Finally in the intermediate divison was cabin 17 with “The Jason
Anderson Show.” JASON ANDERSON was the host and created his own Jerry Springeresque show to a loud applause and laughter from the audience. The winners were cabin
GEORGE as Pennywise
13: ASHER BERMAN, ROWN HARRISON, ZACH BEN-ISVY, JACK CARTER, BEN MILCH,
ADAM STEIN, HARRY STEINER, NATHAN GELFGAT and BENJAMIN TAYLOR. Finally, in the senior age division, Cabin
14 began with a remake of the Lion King and showing ‘Simba’ to the onlooking lions. Cabin 15 created a three part
“Star Wars” edition which included a Woody arrival back at camp and counselor DWAYNE O’DE FREITAS. Cabin 15 left
the stage to a loud round of applause and laughter thanks to “Daddy DWAYNE.” Cabin 16 were up next and combined
their Lion King soundtrack to an advert for Geico Car Insurance. Cabin 2 took to the stage next with JAKE REINHARDT
taking the lead in a quick remake of “McFarland, USA.” Cabin 9 created their very own remake of “Rocky” called ‘Rocky
with Asthma’ while Cabin 10 created their own version of “Finding Nemo” – “Finding Woody”. In this skit, XANDER
SCHILLER asked each of the campers, who were playing counselors and admin where Woody was where they would
give funny answers. The penultimate skit was by the Senior Cabin, with a recreation of “IT”. The campers, playing
counselors, were shown their biggest fear by David ‘Pennywise’ Wood, portrayed by GEORGE NASSAR. This had the
audience in a large amount of laughter and were deserved winners. Congratulations cabin 18: JACK BEHAR, DANIEL
MALIS, MAX MASON, ISAAC MILLER, RYAN FIRMIN, KADEN LISKA, SAM STEINER, ALEX STELZER, GAVIN BRAMWIT,
ALEC GAU, LOUIE KANTER, GEORGE NASSAR, WILL PRICE, PETER GAU, NOAH DAVIES, JAMES MILLS, DANIEL WHITE,
TYLER LONGNECKER, KASE RATZLAFF and SAM MYERTHALL.

Riddle of the Day: Mountains will crumble, temples will fall, no man can survive its endless call. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Friday’s Riddle: I like to dance, twist, prance. I shake my tail, as away I sail. Wingless I fly into the sky. What am I?
Answer: A Kite
Winners: JOSH KENNEDY
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